PUBLICATIONS


**Nora V. Demleitner**, Does a Conviction Under California's Car Theft Statute Automatically Count as a Deportable Felony?, *34(3) Preview of United States Supreme Court Cases* 154 (Nov. 27, 2006)


**Joanna Grossman**, columns in *FindLaw’s Writ*:

- New Department of Education Regulations Pave the Way for Public Single-Sex Schools and Classes, January 23;
- All But the Name of Marriage: New Jersey Adopts “Civil Unions” for Same-Sex Couples, December 26;
- How One Contested Case Illustrates the Perils of Non-Uniform State Marriage and Parentage Laws, December 12;
- The Supreme Court Considers Procedural Technicalities That Perpetuate the Gender Wage Gap (Part II), November 27;
- The Supreme Court Considers Procedural Technicalities That Perpetuate the Gender Wage Gap (Part I), November 14;
- The New Jersey Supreme Court’s Same-Sex Marriage Decision, October 31;
- The Relationship of Biology to Legal Fatherhood, October 17;
- Rhode Island Same-Sex Couples Now Can Marry In Massachusetts -- But Will Rhode Island Recognize Their Unions?, October 3


Richard Neumann, GOP Has the Power, but not the People, NEWSDAY, October 29 (editorial)


Roy Simon, REGULATION OF LAWYERS: STATUTES AND STANDARDS (18th ed. 2007) (with Stephen Gillers)


Amy R. Stein, Helping Students Understand that Effective Organization is a Prerequisite to Effective Legal Writing, 15 PERSPECTIVES 36 (2006)


PRESENTATIONS


Baruch Bush was a plenary panelist at the Association for Conflict Resolution’s 2006 Annual Conference in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
on October 26. Also in October, he made a presentation to the Staff of the United States Institute of Peace, in Washington, D.C., on the potential use of transformative mediation in ethnopoliitical conflict situations.

**Bennett Capers** presented a faculty workshop on “Crime, Legitimacy, and Testifying” at Villanova Law School on January 12.


**Janet Dolgin** presented “Debating Conflicts: Industry, Medicine, and the Links Between Them,” at a Conference on Biomedical Research and the Law, held at Hofstra Law School on October 4. She also gave a lecture on jurisprudence at the Nassau University Medical Center in November, and on “Legal Requirements for Informed Consent in Surgery” at Mount Sinai School of Medicine in December. At the AALS Annual Meeting, Professor Dolgin gave a talk on reproductive technology as part of a panel on “Emerging Issues in Assisted Conception,” in January.

**Eric Freedman** participated on a panel about empirical research and habeas corpus at the University of Albany on October 6.

**Monroe Freedman** presented “Ethics for Public Defenders” to Delaware Public Defenders on October 27. He also made presentations on “Trial Ethics” at Harvard Law School on January 17, and on “Ethics and Morality” at Brigham Young University Law School on January 27.

**Leon Friedman** made a presentation on Section 1983 challenges to unjust convictions at a PLI program on civil rights litigation on October 27. He also spoke at “Reclaiming the First Amendment: A Conference on Constitutional Theories of Media Reform,” held at Hofstra Law School on January 19.

**Mitchell Gans** made a presentation on October 28 to the American College of Trust and Estate Counsel on exemption portability. On January 11, he made a presentation at the University of Miami Institute on Estate Planning on supercharged credit shelter trusts.

**Joanna Grossman** moderated a panel on “Social Citizenship and Gender” at the Conference on Dimensions of Women’s Equal Citizenship, held at Hofstra Law School on November 3-4.

**Bernie Jacob** presented a paper on “Aristotle's Central Theme for Justice,” as part of a panel on Ancient Theories of Law, at the SAGP/SSIPS/Fordham University International Conference on Ancient and Medieval Philosophy, October 20 - 22, 2006. At the same conference, he chaired a second panel as well.


**Julian Ku** made an appearance on November 11 at an event held in Virginia Beach, Virginia co-sponsored by the American Civil Liberties Union of Virginia and the League of Women Voters to discuss legal aspects of the Bush Administration’s conduct of the war on terrorism.
Theo Liebmann served as a group facilitator at an October conference sponsored by Columbia University and the New York State Bar Association, entitled “Family Court in New York City in the 21st Century: What Are Its Roles and Responsibilities?”


Mark Movsesian served as a moderator for a panel on “International Arbitration and Domestic Judiciaries,” held in November at St John's University School of Law. He also gave a presentation, “Respectful Consideration: Understanding Sanchez-Llamas,” at the Annual Workshop of the American Society of International Law’s Interest Group on International Law in Domestic Courts in December. Finally, at the AALS Annual Meeting in January, Professor Movsesian gave a talk on Samuel Williston as part of a panel entitled “Did the First Restatements Implement a Reform Agenda?”


Andrew Schepard presented “Kramer v. Kramer Revisited: Why Divorce Lawyers for Parents Should Be Required to Discuss ADR With Clients” at the Annual Conference of the Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, New York Chapter, Association of the Bar of the City of New York on December 1.

Norman Silber presented “Anti-Consultative Trends in Nonprofit Governance” at the Annual Conference of the Association for Research about Nonprofit Organizations and Voluntary Associations in November. He also presented “Introduction to Institutional Oral History” to the New York City Bar Association’s Committee on Legal History in December. Finally, he presented “Roundtable on Teaching Nonprofit Law,” at the AALS Annual Meeting in January.

Barbara Stark moderated a panel on “Industry’s Relationship with Consumers: Products Liability Law” at the Conference on Biomedical Research and the Law, held at Hofstra in October. She also organized and moderated a panel on “When Globalization Hits Home: Hot Topics in International Family Law” at a conference of the International Law Association, American Branch, on “The Evolving World of International Law in New York.” At the same conference, she presented “Enrique’s Journey: Human Rights and Globalization.” In November, Professor Stark co-organized and co-moderated a Roundtable on Global Citizenship at the Hofstra Conference on Women’s Equal Citizenship. In December, she gave a paper “Theorizing Poverty” at Tulane Law
School.


BROADCAST APPEARANCES

Robin Charlow was interviewed on News 55 on January 3 about possible juror misconduct in the Long Island limousine drunk driving homicide case. She also was interviewed on News 12 the same day about the three strikes law and capital punishment in New York.

J. Herbie DiFonzo was interviewed in connection with the Long Island limousine drunk driving homicide case on Channel 12 on September 22, on WNBC on October 18, and on WCBS on October 19. He was also interviewed by Fox Radio News about the New Jersey Supreme Court’s same-sex marriage decision on October 25.

Eric Freedman was interviewed on WGCL-AM radio (Bloomington, Indiana) on October 19 about new legislation regulating Guantanamo detainees.

Monroe Freedman appeared on FOX’s Hannity and Colmes on January 30 to discuss allegations that former President Jimmy Carter is anti-semitic.

QUOTED IN

Alafair Burke: Trash Law is Meant to Deter Identity Theft, The New York Times, December 3; Court Trash is Not Private, Newsday, November 11; Hands Off Garbage, Newsday, November 11

Robin Charlow: Legal Doubts on Sex Offender Limits, Newsday, December 21


Eric Freedman: Habeas Corpus and an Era of Limits, Los Angeles Times, January 30; Murder-Case Appeal Centers on Coroner Judge, Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, January 21; Supreme Court May Be Headed Toward Rising Standards, Austin American Statesman, October 29; Justices Signal Dismay at Texas, The Dallas Morning News, October 26; West Virginia U. Experts Weigh in on Habeas Corpus Decision, The Daily Athenaeum, October 23; Law’s Reach Extends to Jails in U.S., Los Angeles Times, October 18; Defendant’s Disadvantage, Newsday, October 17; Letting the President Say, Time, October 9


Joanna Grossman: Feelings Mixed on Gay Ruling, Newsday, October 26
Bernard Jacob: Padilla Lawyers Scolded for Leak, *Sun-Sentinel (Florida)*, January 25


Julian Ku: Case Stirs a Dispute on Torture, *The Kansas City Star*, November 15


**CITATIONS**

Alafair Burke: 106 Colum. L. Rev. 1955; 31 Man. L.J. 403; 92 Va. L. Rev. 1899


Robin Charlow: 85 Tex. L. Rev. 333


David A. Diamond: 77 U. Colo. L. Rev. 907; 100 Nw. U.L. Rev. 1775; 85 Or. L. Rev. 183


Eric Freedman: 59 Stan. L. Rev. 333; 82 Notre Dame L. Rev. 59; 48 Wm and Mary L. Rev. 1; 40 U. Mich. J.L. Reform 149


Linda Galler: 75 Fordham L. Rev. 1397; 39 Seattle Univ. L. Rev. 843; 2006 Utah L. Rev. 317

Mitchell M. Gans: 29 Seattle Univ L. R. 843

Elizabeth Glazer: 34 Crime & Just. 377


Daniel Greenwood: 32 Iowa J. Corp. L. 103; 31 Iowa J. Corp. L. 975; 100 Nw. U.L. Rev. 1637; 57 Syracuse L. Rev. 63; 67 Ohio St. L.J. 721; 37 Seton Hall L. Rev. 127; 25 Quinnipiac L. Rev. 251


Bernard Jacob: 31 Iowa J. Corp. L. 675


Eric Lane: 75 Fordham L. Rev. 165


Alan Resnick: 25-10 ABIJ 10; 85 Or. L. Rev. 59; 82 N. Dak. L. Rev. 297; 72 Brooklyn L. Rev. 317; 35 Sw. U. L. Rev. 479


Roy Simon: 75 Fordham L. Rev. 1429; 75 Fordham L. Rev. 1339; 75 U. Cin. L. Rev. 1; 94 Geo. L.J. 1957; 34 Hofstra L. Rev. 1337

Barbara Stark: 44 Fam. Ct. Rev. 524; 15 UCLA Women’s L.J. 71; 91 Iowa L. Rev. 1509; 82 N. Dak. L. Rev. 413; 13 Cardozo J.L. & Gender 199


Aaron Twerski: 40 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 511; 91 Minn. L. Rev. 184; 58 S.C. L. Rev. 115; 90 Marq. L. Rev. 7; 29 Campbell L. Rev. 47; 58 S. C. L. Rev. 317; 48 Ariz. L. Rev. 1061; 48 Ariz. L. Rev. 1027; 48 Ariz. L. Rev. 693; 59 Ark. L. Rev. 527


HONORS, APPOINTMENTS AND OTHER ACKNOWLEDGMENTS


Baruch Bush submitted final reports to the Hewlett Foundation on two research projects he co-directed. The first project studied barriers to the participation of minorities in the ADR field, while the second studied the discourse markers of transformative shifts in mediated conflict.

Bennett Capers delivered the Fall 2006 Hofstra University Distinguished Faculty Lecture, based on his paper “On Justitia, Race, Gender, and Blindness,” on October 25, 2006.

J. Herbie DiFonzo and Mary E. O’Connell’s “The Family Law Education Reform Project: Final Report” was the centerpiece in October of a Special Issue of the Family Court Review, dedicated to The Family Law Education Reform Project.

Eric Freedman directed “Reclaiming the First Amendment: A Conference on Constitutional Theories of Media Reform,” which was held at Hofstra Law School on January 19. He was selected by the Law School Alumni Association to receive the Stuart Rabinowitz Teaching Award. He was also named to the Board of Advisors of Capital Punishment Research Initiative at SUNY-Albany. Professor Freedman was interviewed about Guantanamo detainee issues on the Talking Dog Blog on November 6, and his book Habeas Corpus was the subject of extended discussion in a FindLaw column by John Dean on January 26. Finally, the December issue of Champion, journal of the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, reviews Professor Freedman’s “brilliant article” (published in the July issue of the Cornell Law Review) about the right to counsel in capital post-conviction litigation.

Monroe Freedman testified as an expert witness, pro bono, in Archuleta v. Galetka, a death penalty case pending in Utah.

Scott Fruehwald has been reappointed to the Awards Committee of the AALS Section on Legal Writing, Reasoning, and Research and the Elections Committee of the Association of Legal Writing Directors.

directed the Conference on Dimensions of Women’s Equal Citizenship, the inaugural event of the Institute for the Study of Gender, Law & Policy, at Hofstra Law School on November 3-4.

Andrew Schepard was appointed as an attorney member of the Judicial Conference of the State of New York by the Administrative Board of the Courts for a two year term. He was also appointed Reporter for the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Law’s Uniform Collaborative Law Act. The Child and Family Advocacy Fellowship Program, spearheaded by Professor Schepard, was described as “a model for developing new advocates for children” by American Bar Association President Karen Mathis in the New York Law Journal, Oct. 1, 2006. In addition, the work of the fellows on a pro bono case was described in an article in the New York Law Journal.

Norman Silber co-founded a new AALS Section on Nonprofit Law and Philanthropy and launched the section’s Discussion Forum and Announcement Listserv.

Barbara Stark was appointed to the Advisory Board of “Human Rights and the Global Economy,” a new SSRN electronic journal and to the Program Committee of the International Law Association, American Branch. She was also appointed Chair of the International Family Law Committee, International Law Association, located in London.

Aaron Twerski was appointed by Federal Judge Alvin Hellerstein as one of two Special Masters to handle cases filed by workers who suffered respiratory illnesses as a result of cleaning up the World Trade Center site after the September 11, 2001 terror attacks.